Welcome to our 44th Edition of “Big School Buzz” with SA’s trailblazing Eduweek Show,
fast approaching. We trust that you will find this month’s edition of great value again as
we strive to provide you with ‘edunews’ you can really use – from
educational updates and lifestyle trends, to exciting new product
launches, technological breakthroughs, and more. We’ll keep it light,
fresh and informative, and an absolute joy to read at all times. Please
feel free to pass it on to your fellow colleagues, friends and family as
we grow the “Big School Community”, together. And be sure to lend
a hand and light up a life, wherever you can. Keep in touch!
Yours sincerely

Editor & Crew
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------School Excursions And Knowledge Building. In education systems, a
school loses its quality of being a societal school if it keeps itself isolated
from its surroundings. Schools are charged with transmitting a society’s
culture, order and structure to the coming generations as part of the
learning process. And school excursions and knowledge building forms an integral part of this
overall objective. Field trips take students to locations that are unique and cannot be duplicated
in the classroom. Each student observes natural settings and creates personally relevant meaning
to the experience. Interactive exhibits help students play with concepts, activities often not
possible in the classroom. Experiential learning is authentic, first-hand, sensory-based learning.
Experiential activities explore, touch, listen to, watch, move things, dismantle and reassemble.
Learning consists of grasping an experience and then transforming it into an application or result,
inspiring imagination and increasing emotional awareness. >>>
Chess Improves Academic Performance And Is Cool For Kids. By its very
nature chess presents an ever-changing set of challenging problems.
Except for the very beginning of the game – where it’s possible to memorise
the strongest lines – each move creates a new position. For each of these
a player tries to find the ‘best’ move by calculating ahead, evaluating these
future possibilities using a set of theoretical principles. Importantly, more than one ‘best’ move
may of course exist, much the same as in the real world. Chess is an especially effective teaching
tool. It can equally challenge the minds of girls and boys, gifted and average, athletic and nonathletic, rich and poor. It can teach children the importance of
(strategic) planning and the consequences of decisions taken. It can
further teach how to concentrate, how to win and lose gracefully, how
to think logically and efficiently, and how to make tough and abstract
decisions. Yes, chess is one of the most powerful educational tools available to
develop and strengthen a child’s mind, in a fun and engaging manner. >>>

Mascots For Education™ – Spotlight Feature: The BiC Boy. BiC pens –
practical, simple, functional, reliable and economical, and an iconic brand
that we’ve all grown up with since we first entered the “Big School”
environment, as young kids. The “Bic Boy” is of course the brand’s #1
Ambassador and is synonymous with this stationery brand and its French pedigree. Designed and
created by Marcel Bich in the early 1950’s and first introduced to world markets in 1958, this
brand continues to be a popular choice amongst consumers, both locally and globally. The “Bic
Boy” spearhead’s Bic SA’s “Trust Bic Quality To Go Further” CSI campaign that is now in its 7 th
year and has grown in success since its launch in 2011. This cause related marketing initiative
supports disadvantaged children and is run in collaboration with the READ Educational Trust.
Bic is forging the way forward in the fight for improving education in the country and believes
that every child carries in them the potential to achieve greatness, given the chance. >>>
Everything You Need To Teach And Learn In The Digital Realm. Snapplify
is always eager to share knowledge and participate in strategic
conversations around education and innovation. Their competent
education team, representing the company’s nationwide presence (Cape
Town, Durban & Johannesburg) will be in attendance at the “Eduweek Show” in June. Snapplify
works closely with schools, listening and learning, so that they can continue to find ways to make
the adoption of digital education easier. Visit them at Stand #C6 for everything you may need to
teach and learn, digitally, or visit engage.snapplify.com to find out more about their
comprehensive education solutions offering. BONUS: Get 25% off your next ebook purchase at
Snapplify.com using the voucher code, BIGSCHOOLBUZZJUNE2018. >>>
First Aid Education Needs A Bigger Focus. First Aid is a life skill that
everyone can, and should learn. We all have accidents now and again and
we all get hurt from time to time. When we are injured or suddenly unwell,
what we want and need is someone to help us – someone who knows what
to do, where simple, on the spot actions can make a big difference. First Aid is all about assisting
people in emergency situations like this. First Aid education must be more accessible in the
classroom so that we may nurture and equip a new generation of young citizens who possess lifesaving skills. Simple, basic skills learned in just a few minutes, can save lives. >>>

Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:


Eduweek Awards 2018 – rewarding excellence in education. >>>



Maths made easy with Bettermarks’ adaptive learning programme. >>>



Cashflow for Kids is fun and helps develop financial intelligence. >>>



Smart Water for Green Schools transforms communities. >>>



Vision4Change improves education through better vision. >>>
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